Abstract-In the wake of the 2016 US Presidential Election, the upsurge of fake news has been a subject of increased discussion and debate. In this paper, we propose a general framework that can been adopted in future elections worldwide to augment humans in making better decisions when it comes to recognizing news deception and identifying hidden bias of the author. For our study, we constructed a dataset comprising 200 tweets on "Hilary Clinton", while performing veracity assessment. We initially perform "text normalization" on tweets, explore techniques for feature extraction to classify news into categories, perform a comprehensive linguistic analysis on tweets, extract bag-of-words to find noticeable pattern, and finally apply k-nearest neighbor algorithm for classifying polarized news from credible. We later turn to some popular evaluation metrics to quantify the success rate of our framework, discuss the results of implementing knn algorithm and discuss interconnected research domains and future research directions for constructing an ideal model for fake news detection system around social media.
INTRODUCTION
News that we consume every day change our view of the world. The escalation of fake news has certainly put reliability in journalism and media system in jeopardy. Defining, identifying and stopping fake news from spreading has always been a top priority of governments and corporations. Yet, fake news is still prevalent in social media and is being consumed by millions of people every day. Misinformation paves way for deep-rooted problems by giving birth to hatred and reinforcing prejudices. One of the initial challenges we faced while embarking on our journey to solve the problem is that there does not yet exist a definite and unified definition of fake news and the markers needed to determine an articles legitimacy or flag a news as fake. A lot of corporations still have to resort to flagging articles manually. The task of detecting news as fake can be interpreted as classifying news written to deceive the readers on purpose. Satirical news uses irony, exaggeration and ridicule in the context of politics and otherwise, but is not intended to make readers believe in its truth value, and therefore will not considered to be fake. Moreover, news of political discourse consumed from social media plays decisive role in forming people's beliefs and opinions in distinct ways. As a result, the transparency within news is often compromised to amplify impact on society. The culture of accepting news from social media is discernible. In terms of helping to reduce the negative effects caused by fake news and also for the sake of welfare of the general public along with the news ecosystem, it's crucial that we should develop systems to detect fake news on social media and other online news portal automatically. In the latest time, diminishing trust in the mainstream media has been a pattern among people. According to Gallup polls, only 40% population of adult Americans still have trust their mass media sources to report the news fully, accurately and fairly. Derived from empirical evidence, humans are fairly ineffective at recognizing deception. Most people who are inclined towards a topic will tend to believe any information validating it to be legitimate and reliable, and vice-versa.
A. Dataset Construction
In order to test the effectiveness of the KNN algorithm and natural language processing techniques, we constructed a corpus of malicious and credible articles. The malicious articles used in our dataset were mostly articles and tweets on "Hillary Clinton" that had trended on social media and various websites that Snopes eventually investigated and labelled false. For this category, we also took into account all the tweets on "Hillary Clinton" published by President Donald Trump in an attempt to find the traits usually exhibited by deceptive news, such as ambiguity, abusive and mostly subjective and also to identify any hidden bias, totaling to 82 tweets/articles. 
B. Data Exploration
To determine which features may be the most effective for classification, we compared the article sentiment magnitude vs. length of article, the sentiment of credible and malicious article and the relationship between average length of each word and the number of words in the article to understand the relationship between select features of the malicious and credible articles.
II. PREPROCESSING
Before performing our analysis, we cleaned our data by making the data structured. The process is widely known as "text normalization". We discuss the steps of our process in greater lengths below.
A. Parts-of-Speech tagging
The NLTK framework is used for processing natural languages and providing comprehensive support for various NLP related tasks. We used NLTK library to assign parts-of-speech to each token in an attempt to recognize words of importance. The output generated by module is shown in Fig.1 .
Figure 1. POS Tagging Each Token After Tokenizing Tweets

Named Entity Recognition
This is the first step after POS tagging towards information extraction from unstructured data. Named Entity Recognition is part of the information extraction. It is used to prevent splitting up tokens, like proper nouns (e.g. White House) which can lose their inherent meaning when broken up.
Figure 2. POS Tagging Each Token After Tokenizing Tweets
B. Searching Global News
We used Event Registry API to search for world news events. The system is capable to identify a bulk of articles that has coherence with the same event. It is able to identify groups of articles in different languages that describe the same event and represent them as a unique event. From articles in each event it can then extract events significant information, such as event related place, time and date, personalities who are related and what is it talking about. Extracted information is kept in a database. A dedicated interface for the users is available that allows users to search for events using advanced search options, to visualize and aggregate the search results, to analyze individual events and to identify correlated events. We used named entity recognition mentioned above to extract searchable and meaningful token from the headline of the article and simultaneously performed queries in Event Registry based on those extracted tokens to fetch news published by various news outlets or portals around the globe on that particular topic. The output of our module is shown in Fig 3 . Stance detection for tweets involves detecting if the tweet is in FAVOR or AGAINST a particular target which can be a person, a trending topic, etc. For this paper, we decided on our target as "Hillary Clinton". The idea was to collect two sets of dataset, one should be labeled as "Legitimate" and the other as "Fake". We performed sentiment analysis on 100 credible tweets on "Hillary Clinton", measuring Polarity (-1 to 1). The result is shown in Fig 5 . The pie chart in Fig.5 tells us that the credible tweets on "Hillary" were mostly Positive or Neutral in terms of polarity during that certain time period. We can therefore hold it as one our markers for constructing predictive model. We later performed Sentiment Analysis on the malicious tweets, labelled by Snopes, and Donald Trump's tweets on "Hillary Clinton" published within a certain period. The result, shown in Fig.6 , exposes the hidden bias towards the subject by the authors.
A. Bag-of-Words (BoW) model
Perhaps the simplest method of representing texts is the bag of words approach, which regards each word as a single, but significant unit. We created a BoW model for the two datasets that we prepared in an attempt to find which word frequencies in each categorized tweets. We filtered through the 50"Hillary" tweets made by Donald Trump and appended only the nounphrases in our corpus. We then created the BoW model based on the corpus. Our results are shown in figures below. Our findings from this analysis are that Trump's polarized tweets were very subjective in nature. He often used superlative words and the word "big" frequented in his tweets which is not specific in nature, to describe a situation and "phony" and "crooked", which is abusive in nature, to describe Hillary Clinton. We performed the same comprehensive analysis on the credible "Hillary" tweets as well to perform a comparative study. Based on our findings, we can assert that legitimate tweets in general are more specific and more objective in nature. They are rather critical than abusive. They refrain from using strong words if not absolutely necessary and would only do so to quote somebody. Fake news, on the other hand, is rather ambiguous, and even if not necessarily abusive, it is highly polarized. Their hidden bias can be reflected on their sentiment analysis. Figure 9 . This Tells Us The Occurrence of Each Word In All of The 50 Tweets K-nearest neighbors (KNN) is a classification technique used for both classification and regression predictive problems. At its most basic level, it is essentially classification by finding the most similar data points in the training data, and making an educated guess based on their classifications. The steps of applying KNN algorithm were -1. Computing a distance value between the item to be classified and every item in the training data-set 2. Picking the k closest data points (the items with the k lowest distances) 3. Conducting a majority vote among those data points the dominating classification in that pool is decided as the final classification. There are many different ways to compute distance, as it is a fairly ambiguous notion, and the proper metric to use is always going to be determined by the data-set and the classification task. Two popular ones, however, are Euclidean distance and Cosine similarity. We went for Euclidean distance, the formula of which is shown in Fig.10 . The polarity of our randomly selected tweet on Hillary was -0.3. The application of KNN algorithm required us to first find the k nearest neighbors of our test data. We decided on k=3, i.e. the three nearest neighbors. By applying the Euclidian equation, we calculated the distances and located its three nearest neighbors. For this particular sample, out of the 3 nearest neighbors, 2 was labeled fake and 1 was labeled legitimate. The test sample tweet was fake. Our system also predicted the tweet to be fake with an accuracy of 66.66%. The accuracy can be fine-tuned by increasing the number of tweets in our dataset. 
IV. RELATED WORKS
Although current approaches taken to validate news and facts and filtering out deceptive news is limited, there is a good foundation on which more sophisticated systems can be build. Organizations like Snopes and PolitiFact verify claims manually and flag deceptive stories in an attempt to prevent the widespread of viral fake news story. However, manual fact checking and source validation is very time consuming and is not feasible when taken into account the speed at which viral news travels. Miraj Patel in his paper [1] uses a set of articles flagged as false by Snopes and implements various machine learning algorithms (k-nearest neighbors, support vector machines, and long short-term memory networks) to see how accurately the training model is able to predict whether a news is fake based on sentiment-related features. Hadeer Ahmed in his paper [2] developed an n-gram to automatically detect fake contents with a focus on fake reviews and news. He also discusses two extraction and six machine learning classification techniques and also investigates the impact of keystroke features on the accuracy of n-gram models.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we discussed the computational linguistics implementations we have used to perform linguistic analysis on tweets to observe patterns exhibited by legitimate and fake or ambiguous news. We have designed separate independent modules that are aimed to assist humans in making better decisions of detecting deception in news. We deconstructed the grammar of the tweets for in-depth analysis and constructed a comprehensive BoW model based on the categorized labeled tweets. We have compared how polarity and subjectivity varies between legitimate and polarized tweets, considering the topic of the tweets to be same. Our future research on this is going to be about performing in-depth stance detection analysis on top of the BoW models that we constructed in this research. We have designed separate independent modules that are aimed to assist humans in making better decisions of detecting deception in news. We deconstructed the grammar of the tweets for indepth analysis and constructed a comprehensive BoW model based on the categorized labeled tweets. We have compared how polarity and subjectivity varies between legitimate and polarized tweets, considering the topic of the tweets to be same. Our future research on this is going to be about performing in-depth stance detection analysis on top of the BoW models that we constructed in this research.
